
Covid Letter 7                      9 May 2020 

 

To God’s holy people in Orchards and Surrounds, the faithful in Christ Jesus: 

Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. 

 

I thought I’d use a Pauline Greeting this week  (so a challenge now presented is to establish which letter it is 

from!) 

 

VE Day and Our Day 

 

We have just celebrated (or not so much in South Africa, and especially not during the lockdown) the 75th 

Anniversary of VE Day.  There were all sorts of parades and events planned in the UK – the vast majority of 

which were cancelled to the Covid Pandemic. 

 

However, it did get me thinking about the world and how it has moved.  There are many videos and 

programmes all over the internet about the Second World War.  As I have watched some of them, I have 

been struck by the profound impact this had on the world, and especially Europe. 

 

The bombing of countries was directed at the industrial infrastructure and therefore most of the productive 

capacity was either destroyed or directed to the “war effort”.  As a result one sees thousands of tanks and 

troop carriers, military aircraft and battle ships, cannons, rifles and munitions.  It would seem that when the 

war ended, there was virtually no one making tractors and busses, household implements and civilian 

clothing.  Every country seemed chock-full of armaments, but very little of use outside a conflict situation.  

And many of the cities were in ruins.  Port facilities were often damaged, as was transport infrastructure – 

the roads, railways and bridges. 

 

Europe and the Asian theatre were devastated by the end of the war.  And many countries had an enormous 

debt burden from financing the conflict.  All this was unavoidable and necessary to protect the world from 

fascist domination. 

 

Seventy Five years later that is all memory, photographs and films.  Some places have, like Coventry 

Cathedral, have kept the ruins and rebuild in and around them – a stark reminder of the destruction.  But 

most of the ruin and destruction has gone. Some of the streets that were piles of rubble at the end of the 

war are delightful business and shopping areas with the ancient buildings rebuilt in there former state. 

 

As I see, hear and read of what is currently going on around the world, it seems we are in a very similar 

situation.  There has been great loss of life (though inconsequential when compared to the toll of the war) 

and lives have been seriously disrupted.  Most of the world’s economies have been battered, businesses 

have stopped operating and some have closed permanently.  Many people have lost their jobs and hunger 

and suffering abounds. 

 

Yet I am sure that as happened after the war, the world will recover.  In 75 Years people will look back at this 

time in amazement and wonder. 

 



The challenge we will face as time moves on and things settle down (which may only be in few months time) 

is to rebuild society in way that builds on the good we have discovered and avoids the bad that previously 

influenced so much.  Imagine if we could have a society where there is as little smog as there is currently.  

Imagine the roads as quiet, and the hospital emergency rooms as empty.  It is in this area that the church will 

have to find its voice and call for people to hold onto some of the lessons learned and not go back to old 

ways of doing things.  Imagine a world where our behaviour is shaped for the good of other people and not 

ourselves!  Where we will tolerate inconvenience if another benefits and needs it.  Where we will not be 

looking after “me and mine” to the detriment of “them”.  Imagine if we can continue to live in a way that 

recognises that “we are all in this together”. 

 

It is possible, but I fear that human nature means that it will not happen naturally. 

 

As we slowly and haltingly move away from level 5 lockdown and anticipate level 3, our prayer should be 

that God will change hearts and minds to keep the good we have learned and lived. 

 

Doing Good 

 

The Parish Covid Response Team is now up and running, ably steered and managed by Val Kuisis and Jenny 

Marcus.  We are handing out ePap and tins of fish and boiled eggs, and have been able to hand out blankets 

to those who need.  We have also got Bags/Boxes of basic food supplies that can help families in need.  The 

details have been set out in the letter from Val. 

 

Incidentally, I was struck to find out that not everyone took blankets when offered – those who didn’t need, 

declined.  This shows the depth of humanity at the moment, and gives the lie to the idea that people will 

take whatever they can, even if they don’t need it. 

 

If you would like to join the group and help in some way, please contact Val on   stlukecovid@gmail.com.  

We also need funding to keep this going (and hopefully ‘growing’ as more needs become evident) – so if you 

can please make a donation to our Covid Fund (deposit it into the church account and mark it as “Covid 

Fund”) and it will be allocated to the fund and used to minister to the needs that come our way.  Or if you 

would like to give to other charities, please do.  It doesn’t matter who does the work, but that the needy are 

cared for. 

 

Growing 

 

Our weekly Bible Study has begun.  Please join us if you are able.  (The links to the online meeting will be 

sent out during the week.)  Home groups and Fellowship groups are beginning to meet again – but “online”.  

The ‘normal’ life of the parish is beginning again, but in abnormal ways. 

 

Help 

 

I do remind you that if you are struggling with anything, or worried or feeling tense or struggling to sleep or 

are experiencing stress in some other way, please contact us and we can help.  The clergy are available to 

chat, and a team of psychologists have also made themselves available if needed. 

 

mailto:stlukecovid@gmail.com


God – with us 

 

In Psalm 31 David writes: 
14 But I trust in you, LORD; 

    I say, “You are my God.” 
15 My times are in your hands; 

    deliver me from the hands of my enemies, 

    from those who pursue me. 
16 Let your face shine on your servant; 

    save me in your unfailing love. 

 

This really is part of God’s word that we can dwell on and draw comfort from.  Our times, strange and 

unanticipated though they are, are in God’s hands.  He is with us, and he can deliver us from our enemies – 

whether that may be a tiny Coronavirus, or the fears in our heads, or the struggles we face.  As one reads the 

history of God’s people one sees people going through all sorts of crises and disasters, and yet being kept 

safe ”unto eternity”. 

 

No matter how the world changes, God doesn’t.  We are in our Father’s hands. 

 

Blessings! 

Ian 


